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                  The mission imposed on ordinary high 
school girls is a compulsory death game!
Hana Ichii is a pupil at Saint Artemis Girls 
School where she always wanted to go since 
she was little. One day she wakes up in a class-
room and finds herself locked up in a cage with 
her classmates. All of a sudden they are thrown 
into a game of "golden egg job hunting", a 
survival game via mobile phones. Hana and her 
classmate Hana Inazawa fight on together while 
their friends drop out one after another. Losing 
the game means "Nosho Sakuretsu (splattering 
brain fluid)". Where is the game going?

It is a blockbuster music, created by using the 
voice synthesizing technology, application 
software, Vocaloid, and it is celebrated by fans 
as "divine music".  It was posted on Niconico 

video sharing site by Rerulili, a producer who works on Vocaloid 
music, and then it spread to other related videos as fans had a go 
at "singing it", "dancing to it", "playing it", as well as "getting ener-
gized by it".  The total replay has exceeded 40 million times, and 
the record is still extending as of now. The 'novelize', published by 
Kadokawa Beans Bunko, has become a best seller with 450,000 
copies sold in total, which is extraordinary for a Vocaloid novel.

About the original music of
"Nosho Sakuretsu Girl"

STORY

The blockbuster Vocaloid "divine music", which caused a social phenomenon,
has been adapted to a live-action film for the first time in history!
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